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transliteration, along with an English
The Music of Shabbat
translation. The CD contains 46 songs of
by Beth Ann Salzman
Shabbat sung by Ann Rachel and Doug
Hirsch.
Imagine a Shabbat service or a
Once the CD was complete,
Hebrew School without music. Our religion Congregation Betenu distributed copies to
is filled with melody. Our liturgy has been all its members. The hope was that
put to music by some of the greatest everyone would listen to the music at home,
composers of our time. We sing in Hebrew, in the car, or wherever they had a CD
English, Yiddish and in some cases, Ladino. player, and that by osmosis they would learn
Our youth groups love to sing. We have a how to “sing along.” The results have been
different traditional nusach (Jewish music astounding.
form) for every major holiday.
Attendance at services has
Betenu,
a
increased.
The
small congregation in
sanctuary is filled
Amherst, NH, applied
with song. Ann
for a grant from the
Rachel has become
Jewish Federation of
the congregational
Greater Manchester to
soloist. Jeff Gribetz,
create a Shabbat CD
a member of Betenu
when it realized that its
who plays the organ,
services and religious
made himself known
school were sorely
when the CD came
lacking in musical
out and his music
content.
The
now
enriches
congregational
services.
The
membership had little
children, required to
Jewish
musical Singing along with Rabbi Joshua Segal are attend anywhere
background and there Betenu’s innovative music-makers Jeff from 3 - 10 services
were so many new Gribetz, organist, Doug Hirsch, vocalist, Ann a year depending on
melodies that could Rachel, congregational soloist, and Paula Sil- their age, are
enrich their services ver, executive producer of the innovative singing. Shabbat has
and classes. Once the shabbat music CD funded by the Federation. taken
on
a
federation granted the
wonderful vitality. This year the
funding, the work of creation began.
congregational membership has increased
Temple members, Paula Silver, about 20 percent, as has enrollment in the
executive producer, along with Ann Rachel religious school.
and Doug Hirsch, vocalists, first had to
As the words of a wonderful folk
decide what music to record and which song go, “music speaks louder than words,
melodies to use. They followed the exact it’s the only thing that the whole world
order of their congregational siddur which listens to… music speaks louder than
varies slightly from the order of Gates of words, when we sing, people understand.”
Prayer. In some cases they recorded both a Thanks to the grant from the Jewish
traditional and modern version of the same Federation of Greater Manchester, this
prayer. They obtained copyright permission seems to be holding true for Congregation
from all the composers whose work was not Betenu. If you want to sing along you can
in the public domain. Each CD includes a order their CD for an $18 contribution to:
booklet with all of the recorded songs’ Congregation Betenu Music Fund, 5
words in Hebrew and English Northern Blvd., Amherst, NH 03031.

MANTY is Alive and Well
by Audrey Kudler
Over the weekend of October 5,
MANTY had its first event of the year. The
kick-off trip was a day excursion to Boston,
Massachusetts. The group of twelve
MANTY-ites and one chaperone left for
Boston in the mid-afternoon for an earlybird dinner and the early showing of Sheer
Madness. The trip was a success, many
perspective kids came to the event to see
what MANTY was all about.
Upon arriving in Boston we picked up
our President Nicole Penchansky and

headed to our dinner at the Hard Rock Café.
The dinner was delicious and we finished
in enough time to walk over to the theater,
which was a few blocks away. The show,
which is audience interactive, was well
received by the MANTY-ites. We chose
who did it and even got to participate in the
interrogation, all from our seats, of course.
The evening concluded with a spirited van
ride home.
Despite the thoughts that MANTY was
dead, this event proved otherwise. We hope
to have a lot more local events this year,
but also to partake in more regional events.
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Donations to the Federation

XYZ/R&R/SENIOR
Phyllis & Jason Levine
Patisserie Bleu
PRESCHOOL
Stacy and Jon Garon
LIBRARY FUND
Emilie, Alan, Arielle & Zach Kaplan
in memory of Pam Englander’s father Herbert Kruger
Frances & Stephan Lewy
Congratulations to Dorothy Abram on her honors at Brandeis University
Frances & Stephan Lewy
wishing Judith Jolton a speedy recovery
Frances & Stephan Lewy
in memory of Pam Englander’s father
Frances & Stephan Lewy
wishing Stanley Cohen a speedy recovery
FRIENDS OF THE REPORTER FUND
Carolyn and Philip Hollman
in honor of the engagement of Steven Jolton to Lauren Young

